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Introduction 
A geometric formulation of local class field theory can be given by the duality 
theorem of Artin and Verdier [6]: Let F be any constructible sheaf on the &ale site 
of X = Spec e, where ~ denotes the ring of integers of a local field k of characteristic 
zero. Then there is a natural trace isomorphism 
and for all i the Yoneda-pairing 
Hi (X~t, F ) x Ext3x~ i(F, (~m) -'~ H?(X6t , (I~m)= Q/7/ 
is a nondegenerate pairing of finite groups. Here H i denotes relative cohomology 
with support in the closed point of X. This result is essentially equivalent to Tate's 
local duality theorem of Galois cohomology. The appearance of (~m as dualizing 
module is intimately linked to the prominent role played by the multiplicative group 
of/~ in local class field theory. It is therefore not surprising that for more general 
schemes X the sheaf ~m/X is usually not the right choice for a dualizing module. 
In general a single sheaf will not suffice, instead a dualizing complex has to be 
introduced. We refer to [5] for conjectures in a related context which concern the 
structure of these complexes. In particular &ale K-sheaves are expected to be in- 
volved. 
In the following case however a single dualizing sheaf is adequate. 
The work of Kato [4] and Parshin [8] has made prominent the class of higher- 
dimensional local fields: 
A finite field is a 0-local field, and inductively the quotient field kn of a complete 
discrete valuation ring 0n is called n-local if its residue field is (n -  1)-local. In this 
terminology local fields become l-local• 
For n-local fields there is a version of class field theory in which Milnor's higher 
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K-groups Kff  are involved. However for the construction of dualizing sheaves on 
the &ale site of Spec(O~) Milnor's K-groups are definitely not suitable, since they 
are uniquely divisible for algebraically closed fields. On the contrary we have to use 
Quillen's K-groups K2n- 1: 
Let ~2n- l be the sheaf on X~ = Spec 6 n obtained by turning Quillen's algebraic 
K-groups K2n-1 into a sheaf on An,~t. Then in certain cases we are able to prove 
that the Yoneda-pairing on Xn = Spec :n 
1- , -n+2- i  x__}Hn+2tX ~2n_ l ) . _~(~) f2  7 Hi (Xn,F) × r, Xtxn (F ,  ~2n_  i j . ~, n, 
is a nondegenerate pairing of finite groups (Theorem 3.1). Since ~/~ =G m the 
original local duality theorem of Artin and Verdier is included for n = 1. 
For the proof we use recent results of Gabber [2], Gillet [3] and Suslin [14] to 
establish a generalized Kummer sequence: If X is the spectrum of a discrete valua- 
tion ring, then there exists a short exact sequence of &ale sheaves 
m 
0 ---~ ~/m~)r -'-~ j'~2r _ 1 , j '~2r_ 1 ---~ 0 
for every m invertible on X. (In fact our argument applies to every regular scheme 
X such that the strict Henselizations of its local rings satisfy Gersten's conjecture 
for the K-groups with coefficients). 
We would like to thank J. Neukirch for proposing the problem and H. Gillet and 
C. Soul6 for bringing us up to date with some recent developments in algebraic K- 
theory. 
Notat ion  
In this paper cohomology and Ext of a scheme refer to &ale cohomology and 6tale 
Ext, sheaves will be &ale sheaves and algebraic K-groups those defined by Quillen 
[9]. 
For a discrete valued field k the ring of integers is denoted by ~= O(k). 
k 0 denotes a finite field of characteristic p. For n___ 1 let kn be a n-local field with 
residue field kn_ 1 and set e n = O(kn), Pn = char(kn) equal to 0 or p, Xn = Spec(t~n), 
G~ = Gal(k s/kn) resp. T n = Gal(k s /k  nr) the absolute Galois group resp. the inertia 
group of k n (K s is the separable closure of a field K). 
For any scheme X and any m ¢ N prime to the residue characteristics of X the rth 
Tate-twist of the sheaf Z/m on X is defined by 
f/zm ~r, 
Z/m(r )  = 
I..Hom x(Z /m( - r ) ,  Z /m) ,  
We put 
r>0,  
r=O, 
r<0.  
~/Z( r )  = l im Z/m(r), ~(r )  = l im 71/m(r), 
4---- 
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where the limits run over all m E N prime to residue char(X). 
For a discrete abelian group A let A *= Horn(A, 4/7/) be the Pontrjagin dual of 
A and for n e llq define the groups ,,A and An by the exact sequence 
n 
O -~ n A ---+ A , A -* A n -~ O. 
Usually we will have to exclude p-primary components from our statements. We 
formalize this by working mod ~p on these occasions, where gCp denotes the Serre 
class of abelian p-torsion groups (or sheaves) [12]. We convene to let % denote the 
class of trivial groups. 
1. Duality with Q/Z(n) as dualizing sheaf 
If X is the spectrum of a discrete valuation ring we write H~(X, - )  for the rela- 
tive cohomology of X with support in the closed point of X. The aim of this section 
is the proof of the following theorem (which does not include the case of l-local 
fields). 
Theorem 1.1. Let n >_ 2, Pl = char(k1). Then mod ~p, there is a canonical trace iso- 
morphism 
H." + 2(X., -% Q R_, 
and for  all i and all constructible sheaves F on Xn the Yoneda-pairing 
Hi. (Xn, F) × Ext, ,  + 2- i  (F~ ~ /7] (n)) --~ H. n+ 2(X n, Q /Z(n)) -% Q/77 
is a nondegenerate pairing o f finite groups. 
The proof will consist in a reduction to duality theorems for the closed and 
generic point of X n. The Galois theoretical result needed for this is contained in 
the following proposition: 
Proposition 1.2. Let n>_ 1, Pl =char(kl). Then mod %1 there is a canonical trace 
isomorphism 
Hn + I (Gn, Q /Z(n)) -% Q /Z  
and for  all i and all f inite Gn-modules M the pairing 
Hi(Gn,M) × Hn+ l -i(Gn, Horn(M, Q/Z(n))) u_~ Hn + l(Gn ' Q/Z(n)) -~ Q/Z 
given by cup-product is a non-degenerate pairing of  finite groups. 
We express the statement of the proposition by calling Gn a Poincar6 group 
mod ~p, of dimension + 1. 
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The proof of the proposition relies on the following lemma: 
Lemma 1.3. Let n > 1 and let M be a finite G,-module o f  order pr ime to p i f  
char(k,_ 1)=P. Then we have a natural long exact sequence beginning with r= 1 
and coming f rom a degenerating Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence 
...... n r- 2 (Gn _ 1, M r, ® 77(- 1)) ~ H r (G n _ 1, M r,) ~ H r (Gn, M)  
~ Hr- I(Gn_1,MT"(~ ~_(-1))~ Hr+ I(Gn_ I,MT")~ ... 
Proof. If V, denotes the ramification group of G. we have cd(T , /Vn)= 1 [1 I, IV, 
Prop. 7, Cor. 1]. Thus the spectral sequence 
HP(G,_  l ,Hq(Tn /V , ,gV" ) )  = HP+q(Gn/V , ,M V") 
gives a long exact sequence 
...--, Hr  (Gn_ I ,MT~)~ Hr  (Gn/V , ,M V~) 
Hr -  I(Gn_ I ,HI(Tn/Vn,MV~))--*.. .  
The spectral sequence 
HP(Gn/V.,Hq(Vn,M))= HP+q(Gn,M) 
degenerates if char(kn_l)=0 (hence Vn= 1, [11, IV, Prop. 7, Cor. 2]) or if the 
order of M is prime to p where p = char(k,_ 1 ) (V. is a pro-p-group). Hence 
H r (Gn/V . ,M v") = H r (G., M). 
Furthermore, by the same reference we get 
HI(  T . /V . ,M v. ) = HO(Tn/Vn, Hom(M v", Q/7/(1 )(k s - 1)))* 
=Mr"®~.( -1 ) (kS_ l )  
as G._ rmodules. [] 
Proof of Proposition 1.2. An inductive application of Lemma 1.3 shows that 
cdt(Gn)=n+ 1 for l:#pl and hence it follows that rood ~p~: 
H n+ I(G n, Q/Z(n)(knS)) ~ -'- --% H2(GI, ©/Z(1)(k~)))-~Q/Z. 
This is the trace isomorphism od ~p,. 
For any finite Gn-module M another application of the lemma leads to the 
following commutative and exact diagram mod ~p,: 
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HP(Gn_ I ,M T') × Hn -P (Gn-  l ,  H°m(  MT", Ql~_(n - 1))) 
H p (G n, M)  X H"  + 1 -p  (Gn, Hom(M, ~/Z(n))) 
U 
U 
H p - 1 (Gn _ 1, M T. (~ 2(-- 1)) X Hn - (p- O(G. _ l, Hom(M r. ® i~(- 1), Q/Z(n - 1))) 
1 1 
U 
) Hn(Gn-1 ,  (~/'~(?/-- l)) I' 
~ H" ÷ l(G,,, ©,,'-L(n)) 
1' 
~ Hn(Gn - !, Q/~_(n - 1)) 
Hence by the five lemma G, is a Poincar6 group mod Vp, of dimension + 1 if G 1 
is a Poincar~ group mod ~pl of dimension 2. But the last assertion is a conse- 
quence of Tate's local duality theorem. [] 
Corollary 1.4. For n>_ 1, lcp l  =char  kl 
cdt(kn) = scdt(kn) = n + 1. 
Proof. For cdt this was noted above. For the strict cohomological/-dimension scdt 
the assertion is a consequence of Proposition 1.2 and [10, Prop. 19]. [] 
Proof  of Theorem 1.1. Let i resp. j denote the closed resp. open immersion of 
a = Spec(kn_ 1)resp. ~/= Spec(k,) in Xn. We have: 
Rqiv.~/7/(n)= IQO /2z(n-1) 
Indeed, because of 
for q=2 
mod Vp._,. (1.5) 
for q¢2  
(I)/Z(n) o = H°(Spec 0 nr  Q/Z(n)) = H°(Spec kn nr, (~/Z(r/)) =j, j*~/Z(n)o , 
the exact sequence 
0---, i,i:Q,/Z(n)~Q,/Z(n)--}j,j*~)./-Z(n)~ i ,R zi~©/Z(n)~O 
of sheaves on AT, gives the assertion for q = 0, 1. 
For q_> 2 we have the G n_ l-isomorphisms: 
R qi !~/Z(n)e  = R q -  l j ,  ~ /Z(n)  O = Hq- l (knnr  ' ~ / -L (n ) )  
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=~Q/Z(n -1) (kS_ l )  for q=2,  mod ~p._, 
(0 for q > 2. 
Since n_> 2 these relations are also valid mod ~p,. 
We give two equivalent descriptions of the trace map mod ffp," 
On the one hand the spectral sequence 
H p (a, R qi!(Q/Z(n)))  = H p + q (X , ,  Q/7/(n)) 
by (1.5) gives an isomorphism mod ~m" 
Hn. + Z(Xn, Q/77(n)) ~ Hn(kn_ l ,  Q/7/(n - 1)) 
~Q/7 /  by Proposition 1.2. 
On the other hand in the relative cohomology sequence 
--* H"  + ~(X n , Q/7_(n)) --+ H"  + 1( kn ' Q/Z(n)) ~ H n. + 2(X n , Q/Z(n)) 
--+ H a+ 2(Xn, ~/71(rl)) 
we get [7, VI  2.7]  
Hi(Xn, Q/Z(n) )  = ni(kn _ 1, Q /~(n) )  = 0 mod ~ 
for i _  n + 1 and hence mod Tp,: 
Hn. + 2(Xn, Q/7/(n)) --~ H n+ l (k , ,  Q/Z(n)) 
• --% Q/7/ by Proposition 1.2. 
Next we turn to the calculation of the groups Ext,. ( i , i*F,  Q/77(n)): 
Since i t is left exact and preserves injectives we have a spectral sequence 
Ext~ ( i 'F,  Rq i !Q/Z(n) )  = Ext~ + q (i , i*F, Q/7/(n)) 
which degenerates into isomorphisms 
Extff-z(i*F, Q/~_(n -  1)) = Ext, .  ( i , i*F, Q/71(n)) rood Vp,. 
Since Q/71(n - l ) (kS  l) is injective as an abelian group the spectral sequence 
H p (G._ l, Ext q(F., Q/71(n - 1))) = Ext~+q(Fo, Q/~_(n - 1)) 
degenerates and we obtain mod (gp," 
ExtP  ( i . i*F, Q/7/(n))= H p-  2(G,,_ 1, Hom(Fe, Q/Z(n -  1))). 
For the cohomology of i . i *F  we have: 
HP (X  n, i . i *F )  = H p (~r, i ' F )  = n p (G n_ I ,F .  ). 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
Finally we have to calculate cohomology and Ext of  j , . j*F: For p_>0 we have 
H p (X,,, j , . j*F) = H p (a, i* j , j *F)  =0. 
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Hence the relative cohomology sequence gives 
I t  p (Xn, jv.j*F) = H p- l(q, j~.j*F) = H p- I(Gn,Fo ). 
Because j! is left adjoint to the exact functor j* it follows 
ExtP (j j*V, = Extg O'*F, Q/71(n)) 
= H p (G,,, Hom(F 0, ~/Z(n))) 
by a similar argument as above. 
The theorem now follows from the exact sequence 
O~j!j*F--. F~ i, i*F~O, 
formulas (1.6)-(1.9), Proposition 1.2 and the five lemma. [] 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
2. Some results on algebraic K-theory and ~tale K-sheaves 
In the following the algebraic K-groups of separably closed fields will be impor- 
tant. For algebraically closed fields we have the well-known conjecture of Lichten- 
baum proved by Suslin [13, 14]: 
(2.1.a) Let ~ be an algebraically closed field. Then for every r>_ 1 the group K2r(k ) 
is uniquely divisible and K2r-l(k) is divisible with torsion subgroup ©/Z(r)(K'). 
In terms of K-groups with coefficients [1] this reads: 
(2.1.b) For every r>_ 1 and m> 1, 
K2r(k , 7~ //m) ~--- mK2r _ 1(~') -~ Z/m(r)(k), 
K2r_l(~,77/m)=O. 
In positive characteristic however we need the K-theory of the separable closure 
of a field. The next proposition is concerned with this problem: it is proved with 
the help of Suslin's result by a purely inseparable descent. 
Proposition 2.2. Let k s be a separable closure of  a field k with char(k)=p. Then 
for  every r>_ 1 and every prime lap  the group K2r(k s) is uniquely l-divisible, 
whereas K2r_l(k s) is l-divisible with l-torsion subgroup ©t/Zt(r)(kS). In terms of  
relative K-groups we have for every m prime to p, 
K2r(k s, Z/m) = mKEr_ l(k s ) =-- 71/m(r)(kS), 
KEr- 1 (k s, 71/m) = O. 
Proof. Every finite algebraic extension E/k  s is purely inseparable of p-power 
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degree, (E: k s) =pd. If f :  k s ~E denotes the inclusion, a result of Quillen [9, Prop. 
4.8] asserts that 
f . f .=pa  and f . f .=pd.  
Hence for n_> 1 
f .  : ,.Ki(I:)-,,.Ki(E), f .  : Ki(ks)  - '  KAE)t 
are isomorphisms. Because of Ki(k)=li__mf. Ki(E) we find that 
f .  : ,nKi(k s) ~,nKi(K), f* : Ki(kS)t ~ gi(k.)t 
are isomorphisms as well. Thus the proposition follows from Suslin's result for 
[] 
Proposition 2.3. Let @ be a Henselian discrete valuation ring with residue field k 
o f  characteristic p>_O and quotient field F. Let F nr be the quotient field of  the 
strict Henselization #sh of  0. Then for all i>_ 1 and all m prime to p the following 
sequences are exact: 
I~ m h (a) 0-+ ~re(r) if  i= 2r -  1 ~ --,K~(0~h ) ---, K~(~ ~ )--,0, 
i f  i is even) 
( [ i21] )  m (b) O~ 7I/m ~ ~Ki(F  nr) ~ gi(F nr) ~0. 
Proof. By a recent result of Gabber for Henselian local rings [2] we have an iso- 
morphism 
Ki( O, 7/ m) ~ Ki(k, Z/m). 
Therefore in the commutative diagram 
Ki (~sh ,71 /m)  - -  , Ki(kS,7//m) 
Ki( O(FS), Z/m) 
all maps are isomorphisms. Here we have set 
~(F s) = lime/F O(E), E /F  finite and separable. 
For i>_ 2 we have the exact and commutative diagram 
(2.4) 
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0 
0 'Ki(~Sh)m 
0 ' Ki(Fnr)m 
' K i (~  sh, 7//m) 'mKi_l(~ sh) '0 
, Ki(Fnr, TZ/m) 
1 
Ki-  1 (k s, Z/m) 
'mKi_ l (F  nr) ' 0  (2.5) 
-- ,mKi_2(k s) 
0 
The exactness of the vertical sequence is a result of Gillet [3] who proved the exact- 
ness of the sequence 
O~Ki(R,Z/rn)~Ki(K,Z/m)~Ki_I(R,Z/m)~O, i> l 
for every discrete valuation ring R with quotient field K, residue field R and m inver- 
tible in R. 
From (2.4) and (2.1) resp. Proposition 2.2 we get 
K2r  + l(ff sh, Z/m) = 0 
Using (2.5) we obtain 
K2r+ 1 (ffSh)m -" 0, 
K2r + 1 (Fnr)m = 0, 
The commutative diagram 
K2r(©(FS),Z/m) 
K2r(~ ~h, Z/m) 
implies 
and K2r(ff sh, Z/m) = mK2r  _ l (k s) --~ 7//m(r). 
mKzr(C sh) = O, 
mK2r(Fnr)= TZ/m(r). 
- * K2r (F s, Z/m) - ' mK2r  - 1 (Fs) :- Z/m(r) 
- -  , K2r(Fnr, z /m)  r~ m K2r- 1 ( Fnr ) 
K~ (F  nr, ZIm)  -~ m K2~- n (F  nr ) = Zlm (r) 
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and therefore (2.5) gives 
K2r(Fnr)m = 0,  K2r(~Sh)m--O and mK2r_l(@Sh)=~'/m(r). [] 
For r_> 0 let :~r be the &ale K-sheaf on a scheme X, that is the associated sheaf 
to the presheaf 
X',-.* Kr(F(X; Cx,)). 
Since K-theory commutes with filtred direct limits and since a presheaf has the same 
stalks as its associated sheaf [7, II 2.14.c] we get 
~r,x=Kr(OX,~) (2.6) 
for every geometric point 2Z of X. Here g~x,~ denotes the strict Henselization of PX, x 
with respect o 2~. 
If X is the spectrum of a complete discrete valuation ring e with generic point 
r /and closed point a we get for the stalks of ~r in the geometric points: 
(,Xr)o=Kr(F s) where F is the quotient field of 0, 
( ff{r )O = Kr( ffsh) • 
With the help of Proposition 2.3 we can now establish the existence of a generalized 
Kummer sequence on X. 
Proposition 2.7. Let ~ be a discrete valuation ring with residue field of  characteristic 
p > O. Then for  all r > 1 and all m prime to p there exists an exact sequence of  ~tale 
sheaves on X= Spec(O): 
m 
O--,Z/m(r)~Og2r_l )fft/2r_ 1 ---~ 0 
m 
and an isomorphism ff{2r ~ fff2r. 
Proof. The definition of a natural inclusion of sheaves Z/m(r )~2r_  ~ is straight- 
forward using the mapping cylinder [7, II. 3.10]. The remaining assertions can be 
checked for the stalks using Proposition 2.3. [] 
3. Duality with ~2n-i as dualizing sheaf 
In this section we will prove the following version of Artin-Verdier duality for 
n-local fields which involves an &ale K-sheaf as a dualizing module. 
Theorem 3.1. For n>_ 1 let kn be a n-local field with ring of  integers ~n. Set 
Xn = Spec ~9 n, Pl = char(k1), then rood ~pz the following assertions hold: 
There is a canonical trace isomorphism 
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H."+2(X., X2._ 
and for every constructible sheaf F on X.  the Yoneda pairing 
H{(Xn,F) x Ext ' .  + 2-i(F, ~2n_ 1)-' H. n+ 2(X~, ~2. -1 )=©/Z 
is a nondegenerate pairing o f finite groups. 
In other words, the above pairing is perfect in case 
I O for all F, 
Pl = for all F prime to p. 
Proof. For n = 1 this is local Artin-Verdier duality [6]. 
We may thus assume n >__ 2 in the following• We begin with a construction of the 
trace isomorphism mod ffp,. Let a = Spec(k,_ 1) be the closed point of Xn. We 
consider the spectral sequence for relative cohomology 
HP (kn - 1, (Rqi!~/2n- l)a) =~ HP. +q (Xn, ~/2n- 1)- (3.2) 
For q_  2 we have 
(Rqi!Jt/2n-l)a = ( Rq- l J .  J (2n-1)o 
=nq-l(knr,  g2n_l(kS)). 
Using (2.1) resp. Proposition 2.2 and taking into account hat cdt(knr) = 1 for I~Pl 
we obtain mod Yp, 
iO/./1 nr s q.! (k~ ,K2n_l(kn) ) for q=2,  
(R t'~2n_l)a= for q>2.  
By Corollary 1.4 we know that scdt(kn_l)=n for l~pl  (n___2!) and hence (3.2) 
gives an isomorphism 
Hn+2(Xn, J(,2n_l)=Hn(kn_l, 1 nr • H (k  ,K2n-l(kS)))mod ~PI" 
A similar argument applied to 
HP (kn_ l, Hq (knr, K2n_ l(kS))) = HP+q(kn, K2n_ l(kS)) 
reveals that 
Hn(kn_ 1,Hl(knnr, K2.n_ 1 (knS))) = H n+ l(kn, K2. n_ 1(kS)) rood  ~p, 
= H n + l(k n, Q/E_(n)) mod ~p,. 
Hence in conjunction with Proposition 1.2 we get a trace isomorphism 
H n + 2(X o~, . ~ n, 2n -1) ' -%~/ -LmOd C~p,. 
The remaining assertions of the theorem are a consequence of Theorem 1.1, Pro- 
position 2.7 and the following lemma. 
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Lemma 3.3. Let E2 and F be abelian sheaves on a scheme X with mF= 0 and assume 
that the sequence 
m 
O~m~2- '~ ' ~0  
is exact. Then we have for i>_ O, 
i i Ext~ (F, ~) = Extz/m _x(F, m ~'~) 
where 7/ /m-  X denotes the category of  abelian Z/m-sheaves on X. 
Proof. One chooses an injective resolution I" of f2 on X and notes that mI'= 
Ker(I" m,I ' )  gives an injective resolution of m£2 in 7/ /m-X .  [-]71 
Remarks. (i) It is also possible to give a more direct proof of Theorem 3.1 which 
in particular includes the case n = 1. However it is technically easier to proceed as 
we have done. 
(ii) The relation between Quillen's K2n_ 1 in our result and Milnor's Kff in Kato's 
can be heuristically explained as follows for n = 2: 
Let k be a 2-dimensional field, G = G(kS/k) and let F=j,.Z/m in Theorem 3.1. 
Then 
Gab= HI(G, 7//m)*= H2(G, mK3(ks))= H2(G, K4(k s, ~'/m)). 
Now Soul6 conjectures the existence of a spectral sequence 
H p (G, K_q (k s, Z/m)) ~ I K-(p + q)(k, Z/m) otherwise,f°r 2p + q_<0, 
which would imply the following commutative and exact diagram: 
0 
K2(k)m 
0 ,H2(G, Ka(kS, Z/m)) 'K2(k,Z/m) ,0 
mKl(k) 
, K2(k s, ZIm) 6 
I, 
0 
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and hence the isomorphism 
Gamb-~K2(k)m = KM(k)m . 
(In our opinion this gives a much better explanation, than the mere application of 
Merkurjev-Suslin's theorem.) 
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